
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of project manager, BI. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for project manager, BI

Participate in and prepare content for Knowledge Transfer sessions
Onsite-Offshore coordination and excellent verbal and written
communication
Make sure proper staffing levels are maintained and coordinate personnel
requisitions with Hiring Center
Assist with the team to the reliability, availability, application maintenance
and optimization
Identify bugs, requests, and evolution
Prioritize actions and ensure developments with your business knowledge,
and technical expertise
Communicate appropriately, based on user requirements and business
challenges
Managing end-to-end solution delivery, supporting all the IT responsibilities,
from idea formulation to hand-over to Service Management for new solutions
roll-outs and upgrades, building and maintaining strong relationships with
various business partners / project stakeholders
Understanding customers’ objectives to define the appropriate engagement
model and lead the initial setup, blue prints and developments /
implementation plans for future mid/long term IT Solutions
Leading and directing the project team, possibly geographically dispersed,
including external providers

Qualifications for project manager, BI

Example of Project Manager, BI Job Description
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Ability to provide leadership for strategic initiatives, including comprehensive
master data management, metadata management, and data governance
strategies
Ability to manage direct and matrixed resources to ensure that projects are
completed within committed delivery timeframe, defined scope, at or under
budget and integrated with other dependent projects
Ability to build collaborative internal and external relationships and align
technical or functional solutions with business needs
6+ years of experience with Microsoft products, including SQL Server 2016,
SSIS, and CA ERwin data modeler preferred
Ability to provide thought leadership to ensure the team is delivering BI
solutions that incorporate current technology and are based on modern
industry best practices
10+ years of experience in leading Business Intelligence Projects in large
matrix organizations


